Two BSAs commanded the day’s best prices, This
good looking Rocket Goldstar made a strong
£16,302 and a superb, original DB34 Gold Star (with
very unoriginal electric starter) topped the list,
fetching £17.732.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned events listed here are expected to take
place, but there is absolutely no guarantee that
they will. Therefore the dates are for planning
purposes only. We will continue to update the
calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at
the time and any supplementary advice from the
VMCC. You can be assured that the health and
welfare of section members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Wednesday Nov 4th – Leominster to Ludlow over the
Long Mynd. – The last ride before lockdown!!
Thanks to Mike Smith for seizing the opportunity to
organise a ride before this latest lockdown. A happy
handful enjoyed the mix of muddy, snotty, scenic
lanes and some great open “A” roads.

The prices quoted are the hammer price, plus 12%
buyers premium and 20% VAT on that premium.
Thursday Nov 5th – Brightwells “On-line” timed
auction.
22 VMCC eligible bikes crossed the block. The two
“ex-works” trials Ariels, MOC 800, the ex - Don Evans,
ex – George Buck 1951 HT500, and GOB 743, the ex
- Don Evans, 'Nipper' Parsons, Ron Langston, 350cc
HT3 made solid rather than spectacular prices. The
former cost its new owner £8,580 and the latter
£10,296. They both seem cheap considering their
pedigree.

FUTURE EVENTS
Thursday Nov 19th – Section AGM and election of
officers. 7:30 p.m. This will be a “Zoom” meeting
open to current VMCC members only. Full details in
the next issue.
Friday Nov 20th - H.J. Pugh, Hazle Meadows Auction
Centre, Ledbury, HR8 2LP. - 10:00 a.m. Sale of
Motorcycle clothing, Literature, Collectables,
Vintage cycles and Japanese spare parts.
Please note the new date. Orignally planned as one
single auction, but the sheer number of lots and the
need to observe government guidelines means that
the sale will now be held over 2 days – no
motorcycles will be auctioned on the Friday.
This is now an “on-line” only auction. For the
catalogue and the latest information, please keep
your eye on H.J. Pugh’s website.
http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html
Saturday Nov 21st - H.J. Pugh, Hazle Meadows
Auction Centre, Ledbury, HR8 2LP – 09:30 a.m. Sale

of Vintage and Classic Motorcycles, British spares,
projects, collectables and petroliana.
Having highlighted 3 mid-century mainstream
machines in our last issue, we’ll stay on message for
this issue with 2 nicely presented “mainstream”
Triumphs. This matching numbers 1967 US spec
Triumph T100R Daytona, is said to run well and be
used regularly. Never as popular as the larger
capacity Triumphs of the era, many of those “in the
know” rate the 500s as better all-round machines
and the Daytone models as the pick of the bunch.

If you don’t subscribe to the “smaller is better”
theory, then you might find this matching numbers
1972 650 cc T120 motorcycle. more attractive.
Complete with V5, but not run for 3 years, it should
attract the bidders.

Somewhat “left field” of our British offerings is this
1991 Kawasaki KLE 500. These 6-speed electric start
twins had it all including appalling graphics and a
back wheel that would probably have been better
if was 18” rather than the standard 17”.

Offering 8.6” of travel at both ends, a wet weight of
192kg, 6 gears and boasting, 48 BHP (good for
110+mph), KLEs make a much better “Himalayan”
than the latest Enfield offering. Even second hand,
they’re likely to be more reliable. Despite being
VMCC eligible, it’s unlikely to attract feverish bidding
so you might bag a bargain and still have enough
left over to build an 18” rear wheel and add a few
trail gizmos. Deleting the ugly graphics requires only
a steady hand, a hair dryer and a plastic scraper.
This is now an “on-line” only auction. To view the
latest catalogue and register to bid, please click on
H.J. Pugh’s website.
http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html
Wednesday, 25th November 2020 - 12:30 - H&H Live
on-line auction
As we go to press, details for this sale are not as clear
as they might be. The H&H website shows just a
handful of machines on offer, but a press release
dated 15th Oct announced that 4 Brough’s would
be included. It would appear that the best
machines, including the Broughs have been

consigned to their National Motorcycle Museum
auction on 19th December (see more below).
If you want to get noticed at the next Festival of
1,000 bikes (will there be another one?), look no
further than this extravagent Rickman-Honda CB750
K track day special. Lots of trick bits very shiny and
probably a lot faster then you! Don’t let that stop
you buying it!

You can find the complete catalogue by following
this link .
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/search/?au=492
Friday & Sat 11th & 12th Dec. - Bonhams “Winter” Sale
including The National Motorcycle Museum Reserve
Collection - Bicester Heritage (The Rescheduled
Autumn Sale)
Approximately 40 machines owned by the National
Motorcycle Museum (referred to as “the reserve
collection”) are on offer at this sale of around 120
machines. Are they selling the family silver, or is it
connected to their recent failure to secure lottery
funding? The National Motor Cycle Museum claims
to have more than 1,000 machines ands displays
around 850 at a time, so a sale of this magnitude
isn’t going to be too disruptive.
Bonham’s sales still have to be regarded as “the big
one” and whilst currently being overshadowed by
H&H’s excellent Dec 19th catalogue, expect the
Bonhams catalogue to swell over the coming

weeks. If it lacks quantity at the moment, it certainly
doesn’t lack quality – typified by this stunning 1934
Morgan Super Sport from the aforementioned
National Motorcycle Museum’s reserve collection.

Saturday, 19th December 2020 H&H Motorcycle
auction - National Motorcycle Museum, Coventry
Road, Bickenhill, Solihull, B92 0EJ commencing 12:00
Another 25 or so machines from the National
Motorcycle museum are included in this sale of
almost 200 machines.
Restored by the Museum’s Colin Wall, this rare and
correct looking 1938 1,000ccc AJS Model A2 will
attract international attention. It is said to run well
and was Salon Prive Best of Show Concourse
d'Elegance, 2020 winner. UK registered with a V5C,
it is guided at a sensible £28k - £32k.

Both highly original machines are well presented,
with low mileages. For more information, on any of
these machines, please contact H&H’s Mike Davis.
mike.davis@handh.co.uk 07718 584217.
You can find the full catalogue by following this link.
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/details/192national-motorcycle-museum/?au=485

Staying on 3 wheels, if you missed your chance to
buy the wonderful 1923 BSA model H combination
at Pugh’s September auction (see issue 53), you can
make amends by bidding on this earlier but similar
BSA combination.

UNDER £1000
“V” twins abound and two that catch the eye are
the1955 Vincent Black Prince and the very
collectable 1979 864cc Hailwod Replica Ducati.

This delightfully patinated 4½ HP veteran was
supplied new on 11th August 1914, exactly one
week after the start of WWI. It comes with no front
brake, a V5C, a substantial history file and a guide
price of £14k - £18k. For reference the Pugh’s model
H made £11,398 – it did have a front brake!
To view the full catalogue follow this link
https://www.bonhams.com/auctions/26118/#/aa1
=1&MR1_length=96&w1=list&m1=1

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

A couple of mopeds for this issue, both Mobylettes
and both to be found on Facebook Marketplace.

This uncomplicated Moto Becane Mobylette V50
was manufactured in 1970, but not registered until

1972. Registered as a historic vehicle, so requiring no
tax or MOT, it is described by the vendor as “an
impressive little bike which runs well”. It could be
yours for £800 (or less if you bargain hard). Ideal for
nipping down to the shops and participating in the
Worcester TT

This 1975 Mobylette X1 is a 1970s design classic and
definitely one for the collector. Its futuristic looks and
“folding” capability has attracted a cult following. I
think it flatters to deceive. Sure, the bars folded flat
and the seat did indeed drop down, but you would
have to be Garth to pick it up by the suitcase
handle, and lug it into your car boot. It is offered for
sale at £800, has a V5 and is tax and MOT exempt –
best of all it is for sale in Worcester.
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsing – that must be your responsibility

COVID – Recreational riding as of Nov 11th 2020
The Coalition of Motorcycling Organisations
(COMO) has examined legislation and guidance for
the new lockdown in England. If you are not
required to self-isolate, the rules do permit riding

alone or with one other individual. You are still
subject to the social distancing rules and other
measures. Government has clearly stated that riding
as essential travel is allowed. We looked into rules on
riding for leisure and mental well-being which are
not so clear. We have studied both the legislation
and the guidance and have concluded that the
rules do permit riding for pleasure, alone or with a
mate.
You can ride for recreation on public roads so long
as you are:
o On your own.
o With one person from another
household,
o or with the people you live with (your
household) or your support bubble.
Motorcyclists congregating in groups is not allowed
under the legislation and will draw unwanted
attention, as will any reckless riding. Please use good
judgement and avoid any action that will adversely
affect the reputation of motorcycling.
COMO will publish a revised version of the Covidsafe motorcycling guidelines once they understand
the situation after the current lockdown period
expires.
It’s disappointing to note that COMO has not yet
framed guidance for Welsh mtorcyclists.

TRIUMPH GRABS THE HEADLINES
Can you believe it was thirty years ago that ‘Motor
Cycle News’ ran this proud front page?

The membership of the Coalition of Motorcycling
Organisations consists of representatives from the
Motorcycle Action Group (MAG), the Vintage Motorcycle
Club (VMCC), the Trail Riders Fellowship (TRF), the British
Motorcyclists Federation (BMF), IAM RoadSmart, the Auto
Cycle Union (ACU), the Triumph Owners’ Motorcycle Club
(TOMCC) and Biker Down UK.

SECTION CALENDAR 2021
A comprehensive Section events calendar has
been developed for 2021. Firmly based on the
successes of 2020, it is now being reviwed by the
Worcester and North Birmingham sections to try to
avoid clashes. It will be published by the AGM.
The launch, at the Cologne Show. of Triumph’s 6

new models caught everyone by surprise. Of course
there had been rumours and the odd “leak”, but the
scale, the quality and the sheer professionalism of
Triumph’s Cologne Show offering surpassed all
expectations. MCN ran this gushing, but quite
prophetic editorial.

A centre- page spread in the same issue continued
to heap praise on the project, but didn’t really
appreciate the scale of the achievement. Here, in
front of our eyes, a British company had forced itslef
onto the world stage as a real competitor to the
Japanses giants. This wasn’t just a handful of nice
looking bikes backed by threadbare promises.
Behind it was a brand new factory with world class

tooling and machinery, a design and development
department with real talent and ambition and a
professional sales and marketing organistion with an
international perspective and a real understanding
of what the world’s markets wanted. Add to that,
the right level of funding and the indominatable
John Bloor and you had the basis of a rare British
industrial success story. How good must it have felt
to be (Hinkley) Triumph director John Rosamund on
that day? The man who had given everything to
Triumph and, apart from the Triumph name was the
only real link with Meridan and the failed Cooperative.
A LOCAL CONNECTION
Bromyard’s automotive plastics manufacturer
Polytec car styling – known back then as Holden
Hydroman – played a significant role in the
development of these new machines. They were
awarded the contract to supply exterior panels for
the whole range. The contract included the design
and manufacture of the moulding tools as well as all
the production equipment. Parts were moulded
and painted in Bromyard and supplied to Triumph
complete with decals where appropriate. Through
its close working relationship with UK chemical giant
ICI, Holden Hydroman was able to use a brand new
high performance material with excellent impact
resistance, making the parts extremely durable.

These early Triumphs are, of course, VMCC eligible,
can be bought for low prices and more often than
not are in excellent cosmetic condition. (keep an
eye on our under £1,000 section)

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SILK – JOHN HODGES
Back in the 70’s when I first joined the VMCC there
were plenty of eligible bikes knocking about to have
fun with, most having that well used look to them.
Even the recently restored ones acquired that road
weary look after a while. There were the pot hunters
of course in the Club events but they were in the
minority then. We were out to enjoy ourselves
though, thrashing these historic old bikes at the
weekends on road or track and messing with them
after work in the week.
It was in this spirit that George Silk started supplying
parts to keep Scotts going and improving the
reliability in the process.
He had served his
apprenticeship with a well-known Scott expert, Tom
Ward, who had a wealth of knowledge gained from
working for the Scott Works in his younger days.

George had started racing Scotts in the Vintage
races at Cadwell Park and developing his parts from
those experiences.
A notorious weak spot
A notorious weak spot of the later Scott engine if
tuned too far was the crankshaft, it being an
overhung crank design. George’s first offer of parts

to Scott owners was in 1969 through their club
magazine. New crankshafts, barrels and pistons
were in development taking a Scott engine up to a
full 650cc. Not content with just component parts a
frame kit to totally update an elderly Scott was on
offer by the middle of 1972.

This came at a cost of about £200 complete which
included Fahron twin leading shoe front brake and
Stevenson rear disc brake plus alloy tank. Also a
throttle controlled oil pump was on offer for just £15.
New Engines?
George was building bikes to order but the supply of
old Scott engines was starting to get difficult and he
was in discussion with the Scott Marque owner

about making new engines under the Scott name.
This came to nothing so George brought out a new
engine with his own name attached. This had been
developed with the help of RR draughtsman Dave
Midgelow and numerous other people still using the
well-tried Scott top end but with a fully supported
crankshaft together with a Velo inspired gearbox.
Help from QUB
He also had help with the exhaust system from
Gordon Blair of Queens University, Belfast. So it was
around Sept 1975 that the first complete Silk was
seen at various events around the country. The Silk
700 when launched was priced at £1295 without
VAT with the unusual offer of sidecar fittings as a
extra.
Racing – improving the breed?
Meanwhile, as all this was going on, the owner of my
current Silk was progressing through his racing
career following in George Silk’s footsteps so to
speak. He had started out with some mates tuning
up old Scotts to race in Vintage races and blowing

them up like everyone else. So began his dealings
with George, first with engine components and then

with a frame kit. I presume that he fancied his
chances in clubman racing with the results of his
tuning on the old Scotts. This Silk Scott had a twin
single leading shoe Spondon front brake and KTT
Velocette gearbox.
A mongrel Silk is born
The obvious next upgrade was to go for the new Silk
engine when it became available and thus this
mongrel Silk was born - the basis of what it is today.
However when I got hold of it in multiple boxes of
bits I was after a road bike, so after much soul
searching this thoroughbred machine was pushed
more towards a carthorse. I thought it likely that I
would get more pleasure out of using it on the road
rather than parading around in circles on a track in
it’s former guise. What I was after was a modern

version of the old 1927 Scott that I have had for over
half a century and that had given me so much fun.
Something light and manoeuvrable but with better
brakes and lights.
Too extreme for the road?
There had been one another owner between it’s
originator and myself. Fortunately he had done a lot
of the chasing around and finding the difficult parts
for me which included another barrel. This had
been re-sleeved and ported by Fahron. The original

barrel had been extensively reworked and reed
valves added complete with 44mm Mikuni carb.
This was thought a little too extreme for the road
although apparently it was very effective on the
track with the bike holding it’s own against the TD
Yamahas of the time. It has been a long and testing
time getting this bike onto the road with various
problems although a house move and renovation
hasn’t helped that process.
Mikuni v AMAL
Being too mean to just buy an Amal that was
originally fitted to Silks I am on a learning curve
tuning the new Mikuni carb that came with all the
other bits. It seems that no one else has tried to fit a
Mikuni carb to a Silk before. Too many choices
compared with tuning an old Amal carb. Having
now put not far short of 1000 miles on the bike the
only remaining decision is whether to strip it all down
and paint it properly as first intended or just leave
well alone and enjoy it, that is if I can ever get this
carb properly sorted to my satisfaction!
We are indebted to John Hodges for this well
informed piece. We wold love to hear about your
favourite or indeed most annoying machine.

“V” BELTS
The Flat tank Tank Section, through Dennis Beale,
has been contacted by VMCC HQ, to assess the
possible take up for “V” belting if it were to be
purchased by the club. It seems that a minimum
quantity - a roll - is in the order of 450ft enough to
do about 55 machines?. The “V” belting under
consideration is the correct construction for cutting
and using connecting links.
Clearly it would be wrong for the Club to invest good
money in a product which has little demand, but if
you are a “V” belt user can you provide an honest
appraisal as to whether this is something you might
be interested in purchasing and which width(s) of
belt you would need? Dennis will correlate the
replies and provide HQ with an assesment of the
level of interest. PLEASE NOTE – you are not being

asked to place an order or even make a
commitment. Can you send your information
directly
to
Dennis
at
01452
750424
or
denbeale@gmail.com

WHAT’S NEXT FOR PRESTEIGNE’S FINEST?

After 6 years as a Ducati works rider and despite
some excellent late-season results, including a win in
his final race, Ducati have not renewed 33 year old
Knighton born, Chaz Davies’ contract.

World Superbike (WSB) will be a much poorer place
without Chaz. He raced in the Championship for 8
years, and his 31 wins and numerous podiums saw
him finish championship runner-up on no less than 4
occasions. He was unlucky enough to be up against
the greatest WSB rider of all time, Ulsterman
Jonathan Rea.
In addition to his WSB succeses, Chaz raced in World
Supersport, where he became World Champion in
2011, and in all 3 capacity classes of Moto GP. He
spent a few successful seasons in America and
became the first Brit to win the fabled Daytona 200
in 2008.
Surely this can’t be the end of his career? All 10 WSB
“works” rides are filled for 2021 and understandably,
he is reluctant to move to a lesser team. Perhaps
there might be a spot in British Super Bike (BSB). I
hope so, it would be a pity if this is the last we see of
this likeable Welshman. I’ll see he gets a copy of the
Section’s 2021 riding calendar – perhaps he might
like to join us!!

NOVEMBER 5TH 1927
The first set of automatic traffic lights began
operating on a trial basis 93 years ago at the busy
Princes Square junction in Wolverhampton.

The trial was obviously successful as by early 1930
they began appearing at every busy junction and

are now the most familiar bit of road furniture in the
world.
To give this date some context, in their Nov 5th 1927
edition, ‘Motor Cycling’ reviewed the “new for 1928”
Norton CS1 OHC Sports model.

FOR SALE - 1955 MSS Velocette
"Some of you will remember Bob Buckland, sadly
recently deceased, who lived just down the road
from me and often came out on his Velo particularly
on the Cotswold mid-week runs. Bob's widow Valerie
has asked me to assist with sorting out the sale of
Bob's bikes and other equipment.

The first bike in line is his trusted Velocette MSS from
1955 (alloy engine model). It has been parked a
while whilst Bob was poorly so I have done the usual
to get it going again.

It is generally in quite good condition but the
chrome on the wheel rims is poor. Bob covered
everything in grease to protect it from the weather
so it needs a good clean down. The gearbox in it is
from the earlier iron engine long stroke model. Bob
had it on 12 volt with a modern regulator, but this
had developed a short so it is not charging and the
battery is useless.
Those are the faults as I see them, but the rest of the
machine is in good condition and it runs nicely.
Looking for £5750 ono; It could be worth a lot more
once sorted.” For more pictures or, info contact me,
Dennis
Beale,
on
01452
750424
or
denbeale@gmail.com
You will be interested to know, that as a direct result
of the advert in issue 53 of the Newsletter, Roger
Bibbings has sold his Enfield Himalayan. Adverts for
machines or substantial projects are offered free of
charge to all our readership.

We’ve seen a rush of visitors to our Facebook page
since we began posting items about the 1961 ISDT,
which was based in Llandrindod Wells. We have
seen over 1,000 views for many of the items,
including comments from as far away as Japan!
The ISDT – often called “The Olympics of Motor
Cycling - is by far the most important motorcycling
event ever held within our section’s boundaries.
Llandrindod Wells has hosted the event no less than
7 times, more than any other town in the world! The
last UK event in 1983 was based in Builth
showground.
Specialist websites
like Speed Track
tales
do
a
wonderful job of
collecting
and
sharing the history
of the ISDT (or ISDE
as we should now
call it), and we are
hugely grateful for
their efforts. Did
they collect it all I
wonder? Are there
family albums out
there with unseen
pictures of the
event? Are there
people
who
watched it come past the end of their road, or
across their farmland, who have never told their
stories? It would be wonderful if we could gather up
some of these memories or some photos before they
disappear altogether.
https://speedtracktales.com/about/
Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

